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PURPOSE

Use this worksheet following Essentials Training 3 for training purposes.

● Workflow - Checkout 2 patients for 1 customer
● Customer Communication
● Alerts
● Prescriptions
● Investigations
● Till Balancing

1. Workflow - Checkout 2 patients for 1 customer

1.1. Create appointments for one customer with two patients on the appointment
schedule

1.1.1. Check both patients in

1.1.2. Consult both patients invoicing just a consultation or vaccination each

1.1.3. Check out the patients - ensuring you follow the steps in the training so
that the check-out process is completed for both patients

2. Customer Communication

2.1. Create a customer communication log for a phone conversation between yourself
and a customer regarding one of their pets

2.2. Include the main points from the discussion in the message/notes area

2.3. Leave a separate note regarding a customer complaint
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3. Alerts

3.1. Create a customer alert including a reason and any relevant notes

3.2. See what options for customer alerts are available to use

3.3. Create a patient alert including a reason and any relevant notes

3.4. See what options for patient alerts are available to use

3.5. Recognise the difference between an alert and a mandatory alert

4. Prescriptions

4.1. Create a prescription for a patient that is on long term medication . Ensure there
are multiple repeats and that all relevant fields are completed

4.2. Once the prescription is set up dispense from the prescription

5. Investigations

5.1. Create an investigation for the following:

5.1.1. In House Blood Test

5.1.2. External Blood Test

5.2. Ensure you can print the relevant form for the external pathologer with the correct
investigation number on it

5.3. Locate where to view ALL investigations that are current incomplete - ie you are
waiting for the results to come back

6. Till Balancing

6.1. Clear the till in OpenVPMS and note down the steps you do to ensure it balanced
with the physical cash and EFT payments.
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